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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
To download the Fishing Vessel Stability Simulator (FVSS) program
you must be in Canada. An IP verification will occur to validate your
location. If you are in Canada and the system does not allow you to
download the program please contact us at:
FVStabilitySupport@fishharvesterspecheurs.ca
FVSS is 1.7 GB. It is a large program and will take time to download. If
you have dial-up you may experience a long delay.
To run the program your computer must meet the following requirements:
n
n
n
n

Dual Core Processor (2.66 GHz)
1 GB RAM or 1000 MB RAM
Gaming class video card with 510 MB Video Memory
Audio ouput

HOW TO CHECK FOR REQUIREMENTS
In order to find this information on your computer:
Windows XP and older
1
2
3
		

Click “Start” on the bottom left hand corner of your screen.
Click “Run”.
In the dialog box that appears type “dxdiag”. Another dialog box
may appear. If so, click “Yes”.

		 (See graphic 1 on page 04)
4 Click on the “Display” tab at the top of this window.
		 (See graphic 2 on page 04)
5 The Video Card is listed as “Name” and the amount of memory
		 is listed as “Approx. Total Memory”. When finished click “Exit”.
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Graphic no 1

Graphic no 2
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Windows 7
1
2
3
		
4
5
		

Click “Start” on the bottom left hand corner of your screen.
Click “All programs”, “Accessories”, and then click “Run”.
In the dialog box that appears type “dxdiag”. Another dialog box
may appear. If so, click “Yes”.
Click on the “Display” tab at the top of this window.
The Video Card is listed as “Name” and the amount of memory
is listed as “Approx. Total Memory”. When finished click “Exit”.

DOWNLOADING THE FVSS
This program is large, please be sure to check system requirements
before downloading the program.
1
		
2
		
3
		
		

Visit www.FishHarvestersPecheurs.ca/Simulator and fill in
the FVSS request form.
An e-mail with a license key and link to a webpage will be sent
to the e-mail address that you provided in the FVSS request form.
Click on the link provided and follow the installation instructions.
You will be required to enter the license key provided and your
e-mail address.
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding your vessel’s stability is the single most important thing
you can do to ensure the safety of your vessel and crew.
Now, you can simulate and learn the vital stability lessons from your
home.
Built specifically for the Canadian fish harvesting industry, the FVSS uses
innovative simulation technology to help you understand the principles
of vessel stability and how they apply to your vessel.
The program is divided into six modules each providing you with lessons
on all aspects of fishing vessel stability beginning with basic hydrostatic
principles and progressing through more involved concepts and theories.
During your lessons you will have access to the simulator and can apply
the knowledge from the module to your boat. You will also be tested on
your newly acquired knowledge.
The FVSS has a gaming aspect to add a bit of fun as you learn! You can
collect points by answering quiz and exam questions correctly. With
enough correct answers at the end of the five modules, you’ll be able to
build a vessel, set out on a virtual sea trip, and test that vessel in different conditions of load.
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WHAT YOU’LL LEARN
Divided into six easy-to-follow modules, the stability program covers
stability concepts as outlined in Transport Canada’s requirements for the
Fishing Master IV certificate.
MODULE 1
Introduces fundamental statical stability concepts and terminology and
reviews hydrostatic principles as they apply to fishing vessels.
MODULE 2
Explains transverse stability principles and explores the interaction of
other concepts such as free surface effect and downflooding. It also
introduces basic longitudinal stability principles.
MODULE 3
Allows users to investigate vessel design and construction terminology
and techniques while observing firsthand the fundamental role of vessel
design on stability characteristics. The interaction between longitudinal
and transverse stability principles is explored as well as the potential
outcomes associated with different vessel modifications.
MODULE 4
Provides an overview of the existing regulatory requirements for fishing vessel stability contained within the Canada Shipping Act. It then
guides the user through a thorough but practical analysis of a typical
fishing vessel stability booklet.
MODULE 5
Focuses on the effect that various fishing operations has on vessel
stability, the effects of operating in a dynamic environment, and the
potential impact that anti-roll devices can have on a vessel’s reserves of
statical stability. Transportation Safety Board reports of fishing vessel
incidents are used as case studies to allow the user to apply their new
understanding of stability principles to real life scenarios.
MODULE 6
Provides an opportunity for the user to apply the knowledge that they
have learned to a virtual scenario. A 3D simulation engine allows the
user to load gear, freshwater, fuel, ice, and fish as they move through
the various conditions of load during simulated fishing trips to understand how these operations affect a vessel’s stability.
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SCREENS
As you progress through our program you will work in three types of
screens. The first type will be the lesson screen; the second will be the
quiz screen and the third will be the simulator screen.
THE LESSON
1
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LANGUAGE SELECTION: Select to use the Simulator in either
English or French.
VOLUME BUTTON: Control the volume by clicking and dragging the bar.
POINTS: This area indicates how many points you have accumulated.
Spend your points in Module 6 by purchasing items for your vessel
and setting out on fishing trips.
MENU: Move back and forth between modules by selecting them from
the menu list.
INTERACTIVE AND VISUAL AREA: This area displays visual learning
tools to assist with the lesson including photos, videos, animations
and interactive animations.
LESSON NOTES: This area displays the written content of the lesson.
BACK BUTTON: Clicking the Back button brings you to the
previous screen.
RESTART BUTTON: Clicking the Restart button starts the current
lesson over again.
NEXT BUTTON: Clicking the Next button brings you to the next screen.
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THE QUIZ
Screen 1
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LANGUAGE SELECTION: Select to use the Simulator in either English 		
or French.
VOLUME BUTTON: Control the volume by clicking and dragging the bar.
POINTS: This area indicates how many points you have accumulated.
Spend your points in Module 6 by purchasing items for your vessel
and setting out on fishing trips.
MENU: Move back and forth between modules by selecting them from
the menu list.
QUESTION AREA: Lesson questions appear in this area. Select the 		
answer that corresponds with the question.
BEST SCORE: The program keeps track of the best past session score.
CURRENT SCORE: The program keeps track of your current session score.
It displays how many questions you have answered correctly versus the 		
total amount of questions asked.
BACK BUTTON: Clicking the Back button brings you to the
previous screen.
RESTART BUTTON: Clicking the Restart button starts the current
lesson over again.
NEXT BUTTON: Clicking the Next button brings you to the next screen.
ANSWER AREA: Select from the list of possible answers that
correspond with the question.
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THE SIMULATOR SCREEN
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EQUIPMENT LIST: Select equipment to be added to the vessel.
The list differs depending on the size of vessel you have selected.
SELECT VESSEL: A drop down menu appears. Select between a 20,
36, 45 or 65 foot vessel. Click OK once you have made your selection.
TRYIT INFO: The lesson goal will appear when clicked.
CALCULATE STABILITY: Click the Calculate Stability button to
calculate the intact stability on your vessel’s current configuration.
The information displays under the “Stability Data” tab.
RETURN TO TUTORIAL: Click to exit the simulator and return to the
tutorial.
INFORMATION TAB: Look back at the choices you’ve made as you
proceed through the simulated building process. Refer to it for the
vessel’s particulars, tank capacities, equipment and gear onboard,
and fishing trip information.
STABILITY DATA TAB: Look-up stability data relevant to your vessels
configuration and to see if your vessel meets Transport Canada’s
stability requirements. The information displayed refers to the last
time stability was calculated.
EQUIPMENT PLACEMENT TAB: Select and place your vessel’s
equipment by using this area. The left side displays pictures of the
equipment you’ve selected, while the right allows you to place the
equipment on the boat using the vessel’s outline and the drop down
menu. The outline of the vessel turns red when you attempt to place
equipment on an incorrect level.
MINIMIZE BUTTON: Click to have a full screen view of the vessel
simulation. Click again to return to the default view.
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CUSTOM VIEW MODE: Zoom in or out, move left or right, move up
or down to view the boat from your preferred angle.
CABIN VIEW: View the vessel from within the cabin looking forward.
3D VIEW: View the entire vessel from up above.
FRONT VIEW: View of the vessel looking aft.
SIDE VIEW: View the vessel from the port side.

SIMULATOR TUTORIAL
Most modules include some work with the simulator. It allows you to put
what you’ve learned in the module into action. To help you through the
simulator and its many functions you will find step by step explanations
of what you’re required to do for each of the lessons. When the simulator
screen appears press the “Launch” button. Once the simulator is loaded
a reminder of the goal for the lesson will appear.
During most of these exercises you may click the Select Vessel button to
change the size and type of vessel. Some exercises may limit your choice
in order to better demonstrate the lesson. Module 6 will allow you to
customize your vessel in greater detail.
MODULE 1-009
Add equipment to your vessel and explore how the displacement of
water changes.
1
		
2
		
		
3
		

Select the Stability Data tab and preview the draft, trim and
freeboard data.
Click on the Equipment Placement tab and select equipment from
the list, move the cursor over the outline of the ship and click
to place the equipment.
Click on the Calculate Stability button and then click on the Stability
Tab and view the change in displacement.
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MODULE 1-023
Add equipment to your vessel to explore the changes in the draft, trim
and freeboard.
1
		
2
		
		
3
		

Select the Stability Data tab and preview the draft, trim and
freeboard data.
Click on the Equipment Placement tab and select equipment from the
list, move the cursor over the outline of the ship and click to place
the equipment.
Click on the Calculate Stability button and then click on the Stability
Tab and view the change in draft, trim, and freeboard.

MODULE 1-048
Add equipment and consumables in such a way to cause the GM to
become zero.
1
		
2
3
		
		
4
		

Select the Stability Data tab and preview the GM information and
other relevant data.
Place the desired equipment on your vessel.
Click the Next button and select the number of crew members by sliding
the blue bar. Fill the fuel and fresh water tanks as well as fish holds
to reach a GM of zero.
Click the Calculate Stability button and then click the Stability Data
tab to view data changes.
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MODULE 2-012
Examine the effects of weight on the GZ curve by adding equipment to
your vessel.
1
		
		
2
		
		
3
		

Select the Stability data tab and preview the GZ curve. The Past
button displays the history of the GZ curve after changes have
been made to the vessel.
Place equipment by clicking the Equipment Placement tab, select
desired equipment from the list and move the cursor over the outline
of the ship and click to place the equipment.
Click the Calculate Stability button and then click the Stability Data
tab to view data changes.

MODULE 2-015
Discover list and heeling concepts. Load your vessel so that it causes a
significant list on one side. Then, add a large wind for heeling causing an increased angle of inclination so that the downflooding point is
covered by water.

1
		
		
		

Click on the Equipment Placement tab and select equipment from
the list, move the cursor over the outline of the ship and click to
place the equipment and click Calculate Stability if you believe you
have achieved a significant list.
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Click and drag the blue bar to add wind. A message will appear once
your vessel has heeled past the downflood point.
Select or deselect the Flood Points Open function to see how your
vessel is impacted.

MODULE 2-019
Explore free surface effects. Fill fuel and water tanks at various levels
and note the effects to the vessel’s stability.
1
		
2
3
		
		
4
		
5
		

Click on the Stability Data tab and to view relevant data Free Surface
Moment (FSM).
Slide the blue cursor to add crew members.
Select Fuel tanks and then click on the Tank Filling tab. Slide the
blue cursor to add fuel to the tanks or click on the red arrow to fill
the tanks completely.
Select the Fresh Water tank, then click the Tank Filling Tab and click
Fill With Seawater.
Click the Calculate Stability button and then click the Stability Data
tab to view data changes.

MODULE 2-022
Examine the concept of the centre of flotation. Load your vessel several
different ways to note changes.
1
		
2
		
		
3
		
4
		

Click on the Stability Data tab and view the current longitudinal
center of flotation (LCF) and trim.
To place equipment click on the Equipment Placement tab and select
equipment from the list, move the cursor over the outline of the ship
and click to place the equipment.
Click on the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data
tab to view the changes.
Experiment with loading the vessel and compare the LCF and trim
results.
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MODULE 2-024
Explore the concept of a normal operating trim with a wind heeling moment to observe the reserve transverse stability then reconfigured with
weight so that the vessel is trimmed heavily on either side to observe
the drastic reduction in reserve transverse stability. Try to have the same
displacement in both scenarios.
1
2
		
		
3
4
		
5
		
		

Click the Stability Data tab and view relevant data.
To place equipment click on the Equipment Placement tab and select
equipment from the list, move the cursor over the outline of the ship
and click to place the equipment.
Click and drag the blue bar to add wind.
Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data tab
to view changes.
Repeat this process but this time, trim the stern or bow heavily, click
and drag the blue bar to add wind then compare it to previous
relevant stability data.

MODULE 2-027
Discover the point of vanishing stability. Load your vessel and add a
wind heeling moment and try to reach a point of vanishing stability.
1
2
		
		
3
4
		

Click on the Stability Data tab and to view relevant data.
To place equipment click on the Equipment Placement tab and select
equipment from the list, move the cursor over the outline of the ship
and click to place the equipment.
Click and drag the blue bar to add wind.
Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data tab
to view changes.

MODULE 2-034
Explore how the introduction of a wind heeling moment and wave conditions affects your stability. Load your vessel so that it has a list then
add wind.
1
2
		
		
		
3
		

Click on the Stability Data tab to view relevant data.
To place equipment click on the Equipment Placement tab and select
equipment from the list, move the cursor over the outline of the ship
and click to place the equipment. Don’t forget to place it so that
your vessel has a list.
Click on the Next button then fill the fuel and fish hold tanks as
desired.
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4 Click and drag the blue bar to add wind.
5 Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data tab
		 to view the changes.
MODULE 3-004
Discover the different points of gravity and buoyancy. Build a vessel
using different materials and equipment to examine the differences in
gravity and buoyancy between the vessels.

1
		
2
		
		

Select a type of material to build your vessel from then click the Next
button.
To place equipment click on the Equipment Placement tab and select
equipment from the list, move the cursor over the outline of the ship
and click to place the equipment.
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5
		

Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data to
view the longitudinal center of gravity (LCG), vertical center of
gravity (VCG), longitudinal center of buoyancy (LCB), and vertical
center of buoyancy (VCB).
Click the Previous button until you return to the Construction
Materials menu and build a new vessel and vary the selected
equipment.
Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data tab
to view the changes in the LCG, VCG, LCB, and VCB.

MODULE 3-013
Explore longitudinal metacentric height (GML). Build a vessel twice over
with different conditions of trim. One should be built in normal trim
conditions; the other heavily trimmed by the bow or stern and view the
differences in the longitudinal metacentric height (GML).
1
2
		
		
3
		
		
4
		

Click on the Stability Data tab to view the current GML.
To place equipment click on the Equipment Placement tab and select
equipment from the list, move the cursor over the outline of the ship
and click to place the equipment.
Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data
tab to view the change in GML. Heavily trim your vessel to the bow
or stern.
Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data to
view the changes in GML.

MODULE 3-022
Examine changes in freeboard and the shape of the GZ curve. Create
different vessels with different equipment, examine the changes in
freeboard, the shape of the GZ curve and the area under the curve. Add
wind and explore the angles at which the vessel’s deck edge submerges.
Compare it to the point of contraflexure on the GZ curve.
1
		
		
2
		
3
		
4
		
		

Place equipment by clicking on the Equipment Placement tab and
select equipment from the list, move the cursor over the outline of
the ship and click to place the equipment.
Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data tab
to view relevant information.
Click and drag the blue bar to add wind. Look at the Stability Data
once again to examine the point of contraflexure on the GZ curve.
Create a new vessel and examine the differences in the Stability Data
tab and the point of contraflexure on the GZ curve once you’ve
added wind.
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MODULE 3-027
Discover the impact that length and breadth of a vessel, along with
location of the superstructure has on stability. Create different vessels
and examine the impact it has on its stability.
1
2
		
3
		
4
		

Build your vessel by selecting a material and clicking the Next button.
Select a hull type, size, wheelhouse location, and whether or not it
has an A-frame.
Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data tab
to view relevant information.
Reconfigure your vessel, click the Calculate Stability button and
examine the changes in the stability data.

MODULE 4-087
Explore the change in stability characteristics by changing the fluid
levels in the vessel’s tanks.

1
2
		
3
		

Click the Stability Data to view relevant information.
Add crew members by clicking and dragging the blue bar, fill fuel,
fresh water, and fish hold tanks as desired.
Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data tab
and examine the changes in stability due to changes in fluid levels.
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MODULE 4-120
Investigate how adding weight to your vessel changes its draft and trim.
Also, note the relationship between weights added, change in draft and
or trim and the vessel’s tonnes per centimetre (TPC).
1
2
		
		
3
		
		
4
		

Click the Stability Data tab and examine the relevant information.
Place equipment by clicking on the Equipment Placement tab and
select equipment from the list, move the cursor over the outline of
the ship and click to place the equipment.
Click the Next Button then select the number of crew members by
sliding the blue bar, filling fuel and fresh water and fish hold tanks
as desired.
Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data tab
and examine the changes.

MODULE 4-127
Discover Vertical Center of Gravity (VCG) and metacentric height (GM).
Add fishing gear to the vessel and explore the changes in the vessel’s Vertical Centre of Gravity and GM and compare it to the lightship condition.
1
2
		
		
3
		

Click the Stability Data tab and examine the current VCG and GM.
Place gear by clicking on the Equipment Placement tab and select
gear from the list, move the cursor over the outline of the ship and
click to place the equipment.
Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data tab
and examine the changes.

MODULE 4-158
Examine changes in VCG and GM. Prepare your vessel to go fishing and
to note the changes in the VCG and GM.
1
2
		
		
3
		
		
4
		
		
5
		

Click the Stability Data tab and examine the relevant information.
Place equipment by clicking on the Equipment Placement tab and
select equipment from the list, move the cursor over the outline of
the ship and click to place the equipment.
Click the Next button, then add Crew members by clicking and
dragging the blue bar, filling fuel and fresh water and fish hold tanks
as desired.
Click the Next button, place gear by clicking on the Equipment
Placement tab and select gear from the list, move the cursor over the
outline of the ship and click to place the gear.
Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data tab
and examine the changes.
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MODULE 5-013
Explore the differences in stability between lightship load condition and
a fully loaded vessel. Build a vessel and change the conditions of load to
compare the affects to stability.
1
		
		
		
		
		
		
2
		
		
3
		
		
4
		

Adjust fuel and fresh water tanks as well as fish holds. They may be
removed by selecting them in the Tank Selection tab, selecting Lower
Level from the drop down menu, selecting the items from the list and
clicking the Remove Selected Button, or you may add tanks and
holds by selecting them in the Lightship Selection section and
clicking on the area within the ships outline and clicking Save next
to the ship outline.
Click the Next button and place equipment by clicking the Equipment
Placement tab and selecting equipment from the list, move the
cursor over the outline of the ship and click to place the equipment.
Click the Next Button then add Crew members by clicking and
dragging the blue bar, filling fuel and fresh water and fish hold tanks
as desired.
Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data tab and
examine the changes. Notice changes in the Freeboard Gradient area.

MODULE 5-025
Examine the effects of different levels of fill. Load a vessel with 25%,
50%, 75% and 100% in fuels and fish holds. Notice how the change in
fill percentages affects the Free Surface Effect (FSE) of the vessel.
1
		
2
		
3
		

Add crew members by clicking and dragging the blue bar, fill fuel,
fresh water to 25%, and select any Fish Holds you would like to fill.
Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data tab
and examine the changes in FSE.
Repeat this process filling fuel and fresh water at a different level
and compare the stability data with each change.MODULE 4-158

MODULE 5-035
Discover how changes in location of weight affect the centre of gravity.
Remove all weights below deck and load a heavy weight on the deck. Fill
the vessel’s holds then load a heavy weight to the deck. Examine how
stability has changed.
1
		
		
		

Remove any weight below deck, place heavy equipment by clicking
on the Equipment Placement tab and select equipment from the
list, move the cursor over the outline of the ship and click to place
the equipment.
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Click the Next button, then add crew members by clicking and dragging
the blue bar, fill fuel, fresh water, and fish hold tanks as desired.
Click the Calculate Stability button then click the Stability Data tab
and examine the changes.
Remove weights from the top of the vessel, now place heavy
equipment on the bottom of the vessel and repeat the process.
Notice changes to Stability Data and changes in the Freeboard Gradient.

MODULE 5-050
Explore how stability is affected by changes at sea. Notice the changes
to stability data when you have 25% consumables remaining and you
add weight to the boat by retrieving gear, then notice a change once
again when the gear is loaded at port.

1
2
		
3
		

Click the Stability Data tab and examine the relevant information.
Click Retrieve gear. Examine changes by clicking the Stability Data
tab and view relevant information.
Click the Leave This Location button and click the Stability Data tab
and examine the relevant information.

MODULE 6
This is where you get to test your life experience and what you’ve
learned using this program. Points are needed to acquire a vessel, equipment, gear and consumables for the fishing trip. The more successful
your fishing trips are the more points you accumulate. Just like in real
life, the ultimate goal is to bring back as much product as possible
safely to port.
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You’ll find different levels of fishing trips, the higher the level the higher
the risk.
BUILDING YOUR OWN BOAT
1
2
		
3
		
4
		
		
		
5
		
		
6
7
		
8
		
9
		
10

Select the type construction material the vessel will be made of.
Click the Next button and select the type of hull, hull size,
wheelhouse and A-Frame/Decking.
Click the Next button then type in a name for you vessel and select
a colour using the slider.
Click the Next button then select a main engine and place tank holds
to complete the lightship selections. Click Save after every tank
selection. Click on the Calculate Stability button as often as you like
to see stability related data in the Stability Data tab.
Click the Next button and select the equipment and gear you would
like to purchase. These purchases will cost you points. Keep track of
the points you spend and spend them wisely!
Place your equipment using the Equipment Placement tab.
Add crew members, and fill the fuel and fresh water tanks and fish
holds as desired.
Click the Next button, and then place your gear by using the
Equipment Placement tab.
Click the Next button, and then select the species which you will
be fishing.
Click the Next button to start your adventures!
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OUT TO SEA
1
		
		
2
		
		
3
4
		
		
		
5
		

This screen allows you to plan your fishing trip. Select the speed at
which you would like your vessel to travel. You can hover your mouse
over the locations or click on the locations for details.
Once you’ve selected your location click on the Go Fishing button.
You are now at sea fishing. You can set your gear or leave the
location to go elsewhere.
Retrieve your gear by clicking the Retrieve Gear button.
Load your fish on to the vessel by select the fish hold where the
fish will be loaded then click the red arrow or slide the blue bar to
fill the tank to the desired level or until you’ve loaded all the fish
you’ve caught. Click the Load Fish button.
You now have three choices, leave the location and go to a new
location, go to the Port or set your gear down once more.

You will need to complete five trips safely before proceeding to the
next level. Each level is more difficult allowing you to use your acquired
knowledge to pass the challenges. You will be able to customize your
vessel at any point when at port to be able to make the modifications
needed to meet the challenges. Enjoy and be safe!

PROGRAM SUPPORT
Should you encounter any difficulties while trying to download the
program you may reach us by email at:
FVStabilitySupport@fishharvesterspecheurs.ca
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